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Abstract:- Technological evolution of the recent years has been growth rapidly to a greater extent by deep learning. Conventional 

classification systems rely on laborious feature engineering process which requires expertise in domain knowledge for data interpretation. 

On the contrary, deep learning without using a domain expert can extract distinct features from the data. In this study, conduct some 

preliminary experiments using the deep learning approach to classify Pulmonary Fibrosis based on human lung CT images, pulmonary 

fibrosis occurs when lung tissue becomes damaged and scarred. Stiff tissue makes it more difficult for the lungs to work properly. As it 

worsens, the breath becomes progressively more shortest. This study predicts the severity of the decline in lung function based on a CT 

scan of more than one patient. In other words, well predict the final three Forced vital capacity “FVC” measurements for each patient, 

as well as a confidence value.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

Artificial intelligence is a field that displays human intelligence in a machine, machine learning and deep learning are the 

domains that work under AI. Machine learning allows computers to learn without explicit programming, whereas deep learning 

a type of machine learning enables the system to read data and comprehend it. Machine learning categories include supervised, 

semi-supervised, unsupervised, active learning, and reinforcement algorithms. Deep learning methods are a n  advanced phase 

of these algorithms which using a neural network classifies data and allows automatic decision-making    [1] .  These methods 

enable computers to extract patterns corresponding to a specific data set and automatically reason them[2] to use for selection 

orin more action of prediction. Medical imaging owing to its impact in t h e  early diagnosis and treatment of diseases is a 

rapidly growing research area. Image processing in medical imaging is relatively significant. Image processing concepts include 

image classification, object detection, pattern recognition, reasoning  ..etc. These concepts allow t h e  extraction of valuable 

patterns from specific data with increased accuracy. Machine and deep learning methods aid in classification and automatic 

decision-making for multi-dimensional medical data[3]. D iseases can be studied effectively in medical imaging using 

machine learning algorithms. A simple mathematical solution or model cannot accurately distinguish lesions and organs in 

medical image processing. Machine learning use pixel-based investigation of medical images[4]. ML models have been applied 

to a wide range of tasks. These tasks can be broadly divided into five main classes: Association, Classification, Regression, 

Clustering, and Optimization Predections tasks [5]. Prediction means that the output of a computer base algorithm has 

been trained on a known dataset and applied to unknown data when forecasting the likelihood of a particular outcome, Machine 

learning model predictions allow making highly accurate guesses as to the likely outcomes of a question based on this historical 

data, which can be about all kinds of things and cases. CT scan imaging uses X-rays to obtain structural and functional information 

about various organs of the human body. Based on the fact that different tissues and matter absorbs X-rays differently, X- rays are 

used in diagnosis. Bones appear white, while soft tissues appear gray in a CT image. CT performs as a supplement to Magnetic 

resonance imaging and ultrasonography in diagnosis. They are particularly used in imaging and diagnosis of the brain, liver, 

chest, abdomen, pelvis, and spine  [7].  Cavities of lungs filled with air appear black. Pulmonary fibrosis is a lung disease that occurs 

when lung tissue becomes damaged and scarred This thickened, stiff tissue makes it more difficult for lungs to work properly.  As 

pulmonary fibrosis worsens, lungs become progressively more short of breath. The lung damage caused by pulmonary fibrosis 

can't be repaired, but medications and therapies can sometimes help ease symptoms and improve quality of life. For some people, 

a lung transplant might be appropriate.  

In this paper needs to predict a patient’s severity of the decline in lung function based on a CT scan of their lungs and some 

additional tabular data fields. Now the challenge is to use machine learning techniques for a prediction from some not sufficient 

images, metadata, and baseline FVC.   In this paper will look for prediction of  predict a patient’s severity of decline in lung 

function based on a CT scan of their lungs. In other words, Will predict the final three FVC measurements for each patient, as 

well as a confidence value in prediction  [8]. This is not simple. Due to insufficient data availability, hardest hit  use traditional 

Computer Vision approaches to model the dependency between values of patient FVC and  CT scans.  

 This paper organized in subsectors started by literature review, then one partition of porposed methods  used with our model 

structure and dataset representations and  relation with reflect to each other, therd partition for Predection methods as per two 

method used started by   Linear Decay Predictions model and  Multiple Quantile Regression Predictions model, and finaly the 

Result discutions with enassembles of two metods. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Many research groups have reviewed and have reported the emerging trends of deep learning applications in medical image 

processing. [9] The computational implementation difficulty of convolutional neural networks owing to high memory 

bandwidth requirement and intensive computation resources has paved the way for the use of deep learning algorithms. [10] 

for image classification that enables a  significant reduction in the networks' model size and improves the accuracy and 

performance. [11]use proposed weakly supervised learning, in which labeled training data is improvised with image annotations 

and scribbles. Semi-supervised learning method to train the network for cardiac MR image segmentation was reported in 

[12] They were able to effectively improve segmentation accuracy. I n [13 ]   review has elaborated on the general image 

data sets for supervised learning. And [14] in their article has proposed a supervised learning approach for t h e  classification 

of lung cancer CT-scan images. They have combined classical feature-based SVM classifier and supervised learning 

algorithm for the accurate classification and detection of lung nodules for early and efficient diagnosis of lung cancer.  

 

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS: 
3.1. Data source 

Data downloaded as dataset from Kaggle google, its world's largest data science community .dataset contains a baseline chest CT 

scan and associated clinical information for a set of patients. The data contains 176 patients for each have CT scan image. Most 

patients have FVC measurements at nine different timesteps, but this number can vary between 6 and 10. Thus, the number of FVC 

measurements is not consistent for different patients.A patient has an image acquired at time Week = 0 and has numerous follow-up 

visits over approximately 1-2 years, at which time their FVC is measured. 

3.2. Method: 

Various steps are performed on the Data of medical images before the detection of output as elaborated in figure 1. Initially, 

the medical images are given as input to the machine and deep learning algorithms and pre-processed for the removal of 

distortion and noise. After that, the images are divided into different segments to zoom the interested area (ROI). Then, the 

features are extracted from these segments through information retrieval techniques. The desired features are selected and the 

noise is removed.After the process of feature extraction, a database is created based on the feature parameters. And then the created 

dataset is ready to use. In current research data started by reference data a baseline chest CT scan and associated clinical 

information for a set of patients. A patient has an image acquired at time Week = 0 and has numerous follow-up visits over 

approximately 1-2 years, at which time their FVC is measured.  As this  data distributed to the training set and test set  

• In the training set, are provided with anonym zed, baseline CT scan, and the entire history of FVC measurements. 

• In the test set, are provided with a baseline CT scan and only the initial FVC measurement. Now are asked to predict the 

final three FVC measurements for each patient, as well as a confidence value in prediction. 

• There are no null values train and test sets. 

The timing of the initial measurement relative to the CT scan and the duration to the forecasted time points may be 

different for each patient. To avoid potential leakage in the timing of follow-up visits, one must predict every 

patient's FVC measurement for every possible week. This data is distributed on more than one files:  

• train.csv - the training set, contains the full history of clinical information 

• test.csv - the test set, contains only the baseline measurement 

• train/ - contains the training patients' baseline CT scan in DICOM format 

• test/ - contains the test patients' baseline CT scan in DICOM format 

The train.csv file contains a unique id for each patient, And in Columns formats as Patient- a unique Id for each patient (also the 

name of the patient's DICOM folder), Weeks- the relative number of weeks pre/post the baseline CT (may be negative), FVC - 

the recorded lung capacity in ml, Percent- a computed field which approximates the patient's FVC as a percent of the typical FVC 

for a person of similar characteristics, Age, Sex, Smoking Status. Figure-1show block diagrams of all steps to run this prediction 

method by Python was chosen as the development platform due to its vast set of APIs and modules. The syntax was very easy to 

code and implement hence coding these algorithms using python helped to create logic. Human Lung CT scan images were given 

as inputs to the deep learning algorithm, which has been developed in python language.  Figure 1 shows steps from reading data 

folders and python library running. Table 1show data records which contain parameters and features that are used to run Machine 

learning and Deep learning algorithms named in the block diagram in step two as the Data Exploration step.   In seven columns 

with a total number of records 1549,  if start with classify Patient duplicate data rows in the train where 

the Patient and Weeks elements match, Well find that there are 14 duplicate rows table 2 show these duplications.  So first step 

to droop this duplication and remove it from Patient data.  

Using pythons library to present data relations, starts by unique patients data distributions over  Age, Sex, and  SmokingStatus 

grouped by Patient table  
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Figure-1 Block diagram of the proposed system 
 

Table1: Training data shape 

 
Table 2: train data Duplications 

 
Table 3:  smoker status as per contend 

 
 

And figure 2 show the Distribution of unique patients data based on (sex, age, and somking_status)  
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Age sex Smoking _status 

 
 

 
 

Age Age Smoking status 

Figure 2: Distribution of unique patients data 

As per weeks distributions figure 3 show data distributions 

 
Figure: 3 weeks of data distributions 

Same for FVS distributions figure 4 represents the training data set  

 

 
 

Figure:4 FVC and Persent Distributions 

Now and from last representations building data relations between all values in training data sets, find the relation between 

main variable FVC and all other variables age, weeks,….ets from data set. Frist between FVC and sex find that as in figure 5.a 

and figure 5.b show the same between FVC and Smoking_status. 
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Figure 5.a: FVC per sex Figure 5.b: FVC per Smoking 

From that, all FVC of the Female gender appears to be less than of Male, and there is also a difference in FVC 

by SmokingStatus, this could be based on there are more Females who Never smoked. Let check it by looking deeply into data 

as shown in figure 6.a and 6.b 

  

Figure 6.a: FVC and SmokingStatus in Male Figure 6.b: FVC and SmokingStatus in Female 

 

Whereas shown in figure 6.a changes are so limited FVC seem to no changes much with smoking status. But there is a 

difference with female status; this is probably due to the small sample size sets (Currently smokes). It may also be important 

to consider that patients who are Currently smokes are likely to be less severely affected. From this data looking for a relation 

between FVC and patient age by show its distribution from the data set as shown in figure 7, a and b.  

 
A 

 
b 

Figure7: Correlation Between Fvc And Age. 

As same as for FVC and weeks it will show from data as in next figure 8 a,b,c, and d, and other feature from data set like 

percent’s and weeks it will show more details about the relations   

 
 

Correlation between FVC and Weeks 
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Correlation between FVC and Percent 

Figure 8: FVC with other values 

As shown in figures related to percent’s There is a positive correlation between FVC and Percent, which is not surprising 

Since Percent is a value calculated from FVC and other data. 

 

4. PREDICTIONS MODELS: 
4.1.     Linear Decay Predictions model:  

Now start using DICOM [15] and other data by Create a function based on putting  `Age`, `Sex`, and `Smoking_Status` into 

array_1,  and then reorganize the data by the unique ID of Patients. And extract all of the Weeks from weeks and FVC from 

fvc in array_ 2 formats Respectively,  join weeks and the array with all 1's in the vertical direction, then transpose them, and 

assign to c. Then find the least-squares of fvc and c, and add the slope to A. then add the value obtained from the last function 

that represents array_1for example notate it as function_1tab to TAB and the unique ID of Patient to p. by creating a new 

function for reading from a library of DICOM and to optimize ranges it could be divided by the value of 2048 and resize the 

image to 512*512 then crop it, using tensor through EfficientNetB6[16] and GlobalAveragePooling2D [17], and start pre-

processed CSV data and adding Gaussian noise to the tensor and concatenate all of them together to the model output. And 

train The model weights. By run this modification over the model, And by creating a modified version of the Laplace Log-

Likelihood function [18]. And then using a new model shon in figure 9 for predictions.  

 
Figure 9: new model modifred of EfficientNetB6 

 

The score function[19] takes the true and predicted values of the target variable and returns a score based on the modified 

Laplace Log Likelihood.  

Table:4 Prediction results based on Linear Decay Model 

 
Where for data representation for one Patient noumber 4 intable 4 befor and after running linear decay shown in figure 10  
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Figure 10: Patient 4 in table 4 befor and after running linear decay FVC per weeks 

 

4.2.   Multiple Quantile Regression Predictions model:  

 

And when data prepared to use multiple quantile regression with Splitting Patient_Week in sub into Patient and Weeks, 

according to the train and test formats. Then, attach the Patient to the Patient in a sub and merge it with the Patient. This makes 

it easier to handle the prediction as shown in table 5.  

Table 5: change data attachments 

 
And when selecting minimum weeks for each patient from the column for the minimum number of weeks per Patient. and 

calculate base_FVC (= the FVC of Patient at min_week) and the base_week (= how many weeks have passed 

since min_week). That by extract the rows in the data where Weeks is min_week and set them to base. Extract only 

the Patient and FVC columns from the base, and change the column name from FVC to base_FVC. Then create a 

new nb column and set all the values to 1. Group the base with the Patient and compute the cumulative sum with the nb column. 

Extract only the rows from the base that have nb columns of 1, and replace the base. This allows us to eliminate 

duplicate Patient rows from the base data frame with base_FVC in it. Let's remove the nb column. As shown in table 7:  

 
Table 6: Min_weeeks for each Patient 

 
 

Table 7: Patient per Base FVC 

 
With some data preparation for the current model by concatenating some data fields and renew some as basic for use table 8 

show these valves  
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Table8: new data formats using concatenation and selection from data set 

 
For this model need it important to Normalize Percent, Age, base_FVC, and base_week.  And let's split data into train, test, 

and sub using the WHERE column, and remove data.  Now to run this model based on a modified version of the Laplace Log 

Likelihood. For each true FVC measurement, it will predict both an FVC and a confidence measure (standard deviation σ). The 

error is a threshold at 1000 ml to avoid significant errors adversely penalizing results, while the confidence values are clipped 

at 70 ml to reflect the approximate measurement uncertainty in FVC. The metrics are computed as follows: 

𝜎𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑑 = max(𝜎, 70) 
∇= min(|𝐹𝑉𝐶𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 − 𝐹𝑉𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑|,1000) 

𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑠 = 
√2∇

𝜎𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑑
− ln(2𝜎𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑑) 

 

And using this model to cross-validate of ( BATCH_SIZE = 128, EPOCHS = 804, and NFOLD = 5)  and after run for each 

folds found that figure 11 :  

 
Figure 11: Folds results of Model 

Then by Read the original test.csv and overwrite the FVC and Confidence in the predicted data, it will give next table 9 show 

the modified outputs  

 

Table 9: modified output as per model 2 runs 

 
And by ensemble two models will find that results are shown in Table 10. 

Table 10: concatenated results from two models 
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RESULTS DISCUTIONS: 

There are around 200 cases in the public & private test sets, combined. Since this is real medical data, used and it will notice 

the relative timing of FVC measurements varies widely. The timing of the initial measurement relative to the CT scan and the 

duration to the forecasted time points may be different for each patient. This is considered part of the challenge of the paper. 

To avoid potential leakage in the timing of follow up visits, predictection for  every patient's FVC measurements for every 

possible week. Those weeks which are not in the final three visits are ignored in scoring. Now from the Data represented in the 

last sections, the first point of view data correlations tables and figures represent that correlation between FVC and other 

features of data could be arranged as, There was no correlation between FVC and Age, no correlation 

between FVC and Weeks either, but There was a positive correlation between FVC and Percent, which is not surprising 

since Percent is a value calculated from FVC it selve and other patient data parameters. Form this corelations for each patient, 

there was given an initial CT scan that corresponded to the first week in the patients' metadata and additional weeks, which 

described how patients FVC changed during time. For the test set for each patient, only the first-week data was given, along 

with the initial CT scan. So the task was not only to predict the “FVC” values for the following weeks but also to display the 

“Confidence” score for each prediction. And comparing the results given and show the prediction modifications and its 

confidences. By  ensembling two models outputs in one table it give optimum prediction representation values for each patient 

in form of FVC and its confidance. 

CONCLUTIONS: 

Evidence suggests lungs as the organ most affected by   smoking and in same time it is most in case of coronavirus infections. 

As world wide suffer from Covied_19 infections and its effects on human health and lungs characterstics espicaly FVC, this 

reasrsh couled be appled for measuring FVC value and predect paients lose of lung volume and its distortion effects in weeks 

post of patient invections.  
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